Subject: English

Evaluation-I
English Reader: Recapitulation (Aa-Zz)
  : Lesson-1 –Poem-Just Me
  : Lesson-2-Hello,
  : Lesson-3-How Many
Practice Worksheets: Lessons-1 to 3
English grammar: Lesson-1-Alphabet
  : Lesson-2-Naming words Page no (8-13)
English Reader: Lesson-4-Poem-White Sheep
  : Lesson-5-Let’s Find Out
  : Balloons For Me
Practical worksheets: Lessons-4to5
English grammar: Lesson-6-Let Us Revise Naming Words
  : Lesson-7-Special Names
  : Lesson-8-One And More Than One
  : Lesson-9-He Or She
Activity: Write the words in the alphabetical order.
  : Picture Reading –write the names for each person, place, animal and thing.